In this paper we present a generic, mirror-based debugging architecture that supports runtime visibility and traceability of aspect oriented (AO) software systems.
INTRODUCTION
Tool support for the development of aspect oriented (AO) systems, i.e. a software system developed with an aspect oriented programming (AOP) technology, is getting more extensive. A useful debugging infrastructure for an AO system is a bare necessity to achieve maturity of the technology.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. A debugging infrastructure supports stopping the software system at certain locations (breakpoints), to inspect the runtime state of the executing program [12] . During development and testing of the software, a source-level debugger is the preferred tool as it actually represents the executing software systems in terms of the programming language abstractions as well as the program's abstractions created by the developer. We define this feature as visibility of the source-level abstractions in the runtime state of the executing system. Debuggers also offer traceability of an executing system: when stopped at a certain location, the developer can inspect the execution stack, and trace the caller of each operation. Traceability in a debugger thus means that the cause of some behavior that is executing, can be traced back to an explicit source code segment.
However, debugging tools for AOP still fail to offer runtime visibility of AOP programming abstractions. As a consequence, it is not possible to debug the application in terms of the aspect oriented abstractions as defined by the developer. The runtime visibility of the AO software system is polluted by the woven code (advice calls) and the synthetic code (framework calls) that are generated by aspect compilers and frameworks.
In this paper we present a generic and reflective debugging architecture for AO software systems (AODA 1 ) that supports runtime visibility and traceability of aspects.
To enable visibility in terms of the source-level abstractions, the debugging infrastructure offers support to inspect the running software system in terms of the program's AOP abstractions as defined by the developer. The synthetic code and the woven code generated by weavers in aspect compilers and frameworks are hidden from the developer, and the AO software system can be inspected in terms of the source code abstractions, such as aspects, pointcuts and advices.
Runtime traceability features offer inspection of the joinpoints on the stack, their advice applications as well as which pointcut causes a certain advice. Therefore AODA provides an aspect-aware breakpoint model. Such a breakpoint model supports AOP-related events such as joinpointrelated events as well as dynamic AOP events. Three special kinds of breakpoints are supported on joinpoints: before the execution of the advice chain, after it and inside it. On such breakpoint, the advice applications can be inspected in terms of past advices (which came before the breakpoint), executing advices (which are executing on the breakpoint), and future advices (which are coming after the breakpoint).
Dynamic AOP events are runtime events such as the binding of a dynamic aspect or the runtime weaving of an advice.
The debugging infrastructure builds upon a generic architecture that supports multiple AOP technologies. The pointcut-advice programming models of commonly-used, mature, Java-based AO-technologies, such as AspectJ, JBoss AOP, and Spring AOP are very similar. We therefore define a common debugging interface for these three technologies: AJDI (Aspect-Java Debugging Interface). By limiting the scope of the debugging infrastructure to these three technologies, we can support the prevalent Java-based AOP technologies technologies behind one common interface, without getting overly complex.
This paper is structured as follows. In section two we present a more detailed elaboration of the problem. Section three presents the concrete requirements and the approach in creating AODA (Aspect Oriented Debugging Architecture). Section four defines the reflective and generic debugging infrastructure to support those requirements. First the AJDI interface is discussed in detail and then the important subsystems of the debugging infrastructure are defined in the architecture. The fifth section validates the generic debugging infrastructure by instantiating it for two concrete AOP technologies: AspectJ and JBoss AOP. Section six evaluates our debugging infrastructure with a set of debugging scenarios on an example. Section seven presents related work. Finally, we conclude.
PROBLEM ELABORATION
In this section, the problem is further elaborated and illustrated. First the lack of runtime visibility and traceability is discussed in further detail. Then an example is introduced and existing tools are evaluated to illustrate the problem.
A lack of visibility and traceability. Debugging tools and IDEs for AOP still fail to offer runtime visibility of i) important AOP programming abstractions, such as pointcuts and advices, as well as ii) concrete aspect-based abstractions and AO coding artifacts, such as a concrete aspect in AspectJ or a specific AO-binding in JBoss AOP. Indeed, the source-level abstractions are not always visible in the runtime system, nor can one inspect which aspects and advices affect an execution trace.
On the other hand, the runtime visibility of the AO software system is also negatively affected by the woven code (advice calls) and the synthetic code (framework calls) that are generated by aspect compilers and frameworks. As the state of practice for debugging AO software systems is based on a debugging infrastructure for OO software systems, this generated code is not hidden. It pollutes and confuses the view that the developer has on the system. Even the debuggers specific for AO systems, such as TOD [10] and Wicca [3] , can only inspect the runtime state in terms of the woven and synthetic code. This approach is of great value to designers of AOP languages and compilers but it offers the wrong level of abstraction to the developer who actually uses AOP. Wicca does support debug obliviousness, to disable and hide all AOP related code. However, our runtime visibility requirement focuses on abstraction of AOP synthetic code in terms of the original AOP concepts in the program. Abstraction hides implementation details, but does not make the developer unaware about the AOPrelated behavior.
Traceability is also lacking when debugging an AO soft- ware system. The cause of an advice execution is not explicitly traceable to a source-level artifact. Advices are invoked by synthetic code (framework calls) or woven code (advice calls), which are both absent at the source-level. At the source-level, the execution of the advice is caused implicitly by a pointcut. Traceability must support tracking the cause of an executing advice back to the originating pointcut, while hiding synthetic or woven code that has been generated by a compiler or framework.
Some IDEs, such as the AJDT [4] , support traceability statically. In the source code view, the IDE shows which aspects and advices affect certain base artifacts and statements. This view is computed by evaluation of the static part of the pointcut. However, at runtime, this static match of the pointcut does not always yield execution of the imposed advice. The dynamic parts of the pointcut, the residue, may evaluate the pointcut to false at runtime. As a consequence, AJDT might statically annotate operations in the code with advices while these advices might not execute at runtime. In case of dynamic AOP, where aspects can be created at runtime, even the static part of traceability is lost.
Running example. Throughout this paper, we will use a rather pedagogical AO program IconViewer as an example to demonstrate debugger functionality with a set of typical use cases. The example program generates HTML index pages: it reads in the content of a directory and outputs a HTML page that displays all images found in that directory. An aspect is applied to reformat the index into a tabular structure. This is a typical application of the decorator pattern.
The Indexer class and Tableizer aspect are represented in Listing 1. The run() method calls the getHeader(), getFooter() and getLine() methods to create the respective parts of the HTML file. The three advices of the aspect decorate one of these methods.
Problem illustration. On this example program we will implement some of the typical programming bugs that arise at runtime in AO systems: errors in the pointcut, errors in the aspect scope, omitted dynamic aspects, forgotten pro- Listing 3: Stacktrace for JBoss AOP Indexer . i n d e x e r $ I n d e x e r $ g e t L i n e $ a o p ( File ) Indexer . access$1 ( Indexer , File ) J o i n P o i n t _ g e t L i n e _ N _ 3 9 8 5 7 6 4 7 7 2 6 4 3 5 4 7 5 6 5 _ 2 ( I n d e x e r $ J o i n P o i n t _ g e t L i n e _ N _ 3 9 8 5 7 6 4 7 7 2 6 4 3 5 4 7 5 6 5 ) . dispatch () J o i n P o i n t _ g e t L i n e _ N _ 3 9 8 5 7 6 4 7 7 2 6 4 3 5 4 7 5 6 5 _ 2
. invokeNext () line Tableizer . bodyAdvice ( MethodInvocation ) J o i n P o i n t _ g e t L i n e _ N _ 3 9 8 5 7 6 4 7 7 2 6 4 3 5 4 7 5 6 5 _ 2 .
invokeNext () J o i n P o i n t _ g e t L i n e _ N _ 3 9 8 5 7 6 4 7 7 2 6 4 3 5 4 7 5 6 5 _ 2 .
in voke Join poi nt ( Indexer , File ) I n d e x e r $ I n d e x e r I n s t a n c e ceed calls, errors in precedence and pointcut residues that unexpectedly evaluate to false. Identifying and locating such errors requires support for stack trace inspection and exploration of the runtime program structure.
Inspection of the stack trace. To illustrate the lacking support for stack trace inspection, we examine and discuss the stack trace as produced by the standard tools for AspectJ and JBoss AOP.
In this example, we assume that the debuggee VM is suspended on a breakpoint in the getLine() method. The stack trace of our example program as produced by the AJDT for AspectJ is represented in Listing 2. The stack trace of the example in JBoss AOP is represented in Listing 3.
In the trace for AspectJ, visibility is clearly lacking: the topmost two method calls are part of the woven code and they are not present in the source. Moreover, the definition of these methods is not present in the source.
Traceability is also lacking: the advices applied to the stack are not shown. Even the fact that advices are currently executing is only partially known: the top two method calls suggest that some advice is executing but it is unclear which one and why it is applied there. In addition, it is impossible to deduce if some before-advice has been executed or not. Also, it is unclear how we can retrieve the aspect instance on which the advices are executing.
The JBoss AOP example suffers even more from the lack of visibility: apart from the woven advice calls it also contains a lot of synthetic code generated by the framework. In the source, the AspectJ and JBoss AOP programs are functionally and structurally identical, but the execution traces are completely different and introduce a lot of complexity.
The examples above are limited to the execution of a single advice in the most basic context and already the complexity of the execution trace makes it hard to inspect or trace the runtime AO software system. Even in this most basic context, the problems of the current state of the art are clear.
Inspection of the runtime structure. Next, we examine the current support related to inspection of the runtime structure of the AO system in terms of types, instances and relations. In fact this structural exploration strongly depends on visibility as it requires inspection in terms of source-level abstractions. JBoss AOP or its IDEs lack support for any runtime or static structural navigation on AOP abstractions. It is possible to find certain information about aspect related structure and behavior in the runtime environment, but no interface or guidance is offered to collect this information. This leaves println debugging and careful source analysis as the only feasible approaches. Given the support for dynamic AOP in JBoss AOP, debugging JBoss AOP programs can become very confusing to the developer.
AspectJ offers more advanced support for structural inspection in the AJDT, however it only supports static navigation. The source view is decorated with static information about applied advices. This supports navigation of the static structure by relying on the source. Inspection of the runtime structure in terms of the runtime joinpoint arguments, aspect instances and their relations, is impossible. When debugging, only the raw runtime structure is provided in which many of the source entities (such as aspects, advices and pointcuts) are no longer present and where many synthetic entities become visible that are not present in the source.
REQUIREMENTS AND APPROACH
In this section we define the concrete requirements and objectives we envision to achieve runtime visibility and traceability with the AODA debugging infrastructure. Then we discuss our approach.
Requirements
Visibility and traceability are requirements that are mainly related to inspection of the runtime system, rather than modification. Therefore, within the scope of this paper, we will focus on the inspection operations of the reflective AJDI interface of AODA. Figure 1 represents the three kinds of breakpoints on which we focus: before, after, and inside the list of applied advices on a joinpoint (illustrated as B1, B2 and B3). The applied advices on the joinpoint can have three states: 1) future advice (marked with "?"), which could execute after the breakpoint, 2) executing advice (marked with "!"), which is effectively executing on the breakpoint, and 3) past advice (marked with V or X for respectively executed or not), which could have been executed before the breakpoint.
Concretely, the AJDI interface should support the following list of inspection features on a joinpoint. Each feature is illustrated in Figure 1 . (marked with V or X). The effective execution of a past advice depends 1) on the result of the evaluation of the dynamic pointcut part (pointcut residue) as well as 2) on explicit skips of the advice. The latter can occur when earlier advices did not proceed or invoked the target directly instead of the next advice. The reason why a past advice has not executed can be inspected.
F4 -Inspection of the causal pointcut:
Find and inspect the pointcut that causes an advice to be applied.
F5 -Inspection of aspect instances:
Inspect which aspect instances are the target of an executing or past advice. These instances are created and associated with the advice application implicitly by the aspect scope (e.g. per singleton, per this, per target, etc), and are only known when the advice actually executes.
F6 -Inspection of the program structure: Inspect the runtime program structure by browsing relations of instances and types, including the aspect related structure and behavior.
The objective of AODA is to provide a debugging infrastructure that is accessible in a uniform way for multiple AOP technologies. This debugging infrastructure can be used as an underpinning infrastructure for IDEs and analysis tools.
Approach
Runtime visibility and traceability of aspects is realized by means of a mirror-based reflective architecture for the debugging infrastructure. This architecture offers structural correspondence and causality between the program's behavior and AO abstractions on the one hand and the concepts in the reflective architecture on the other hand. In the remainder of this section we recap the basic principles of mirrorbased reflection and then explain how they influence the architecture of the debugging infrastructure.
Reflection is the capability of a system to reason about itself and act upon this information. For this purpose, a reflective system maintains a representation of itself that is causally connected to the underlying system that it describes [7] . A reflective API typically offers operations to introspect and make changes to the meta-representation. These operations are commonly referred to as the Meta Object Protocol (MOP) [6] .
In a reflective API, two styles of reflection can be supported. Structural reflection is concerned with the underlying structure of objects, their types and their relations. Behavioral reflection is concerned with the activity in the underlying system, e.g. in terms of the inspection, sending and dispatching of invocations.
A mirror is a design approach for reflective systems. Bracha et al. describe four design principles for mirrors in [2] : " 1. Encapsulation: meta-level facilities must encapsulate their implementation.
2. Stratification: meta-level facilities must be separated from base-level functionality.
3. Structural correspondence: the structure of metalevel facilities should correspond to the structure of the language they reflect on.
4. Temporal correspondence: meta-level APIs should be layered in order to distinguish between static and dynamic properties of the system."
Static properties are for example the structure and relations of the different types in the system. Dynamic properties are for example an execution event of a method and its actual runtime arguments.
The mirror-based, reflective architecture of the AODA debugging infrastructure is based on structural reflection as well as behavioral reflection of the AO system in order to support the features we defined. AODA extends structural reflection to support inspection of the program structure in terms of aspects, aspect instances, advices, pointcuts, etc. Behavioral reflection is extended with hook frames to support the inspection of joinpoints on the execution stack as well as their related executing advices and past advices. Navigation from the behavioral reflection concepts to the structural reflection concepts is supported where needed. For example, one can navigate from a past advice to the advice definition related to that past advice. This approach to the separation of structural reflection and behavioral reflection in AODA realizes temporal correspondence. Indeed, the relation between behavioral and structural entities is unidirectional: structural entities do not refer to their behavioral entities.
Supporting causality is a challenge in any reflective architecture for AOP. Weaving -the act of binding and applying advices -can be static as well as dynamic. Therefore, the reflective architecture needs to be notified in the case of a runtime weaving event, to adapt the mirrors in accordance to the actual system.
The principle of stratification is at the basis to design our debugging infrastructure as a separate reflective architecture. Indeed, as the meta-level system is separated from the base-level system, the debugging infrastructure can reflect over a system other than itself.
Encapsulation is realized by means of the AJDI facade interface of the debugging infrastructure. The different subsystems of the debugging architecture are hidden behind this interface. This interface abstracts all details of the implementation of the weaver, compiler and runtime for the used AOP-technology.
Structural correspondence is key to realizing visibility in the debugging infrastructure. The mirrors in the AJDI interface have a strong correspondence to the AOP abstractions.
DEBUGGING INFRASTRUCTURE
In this section we present the interface and architecture of our debugging infrastructure. First, we define AJDI, the mirror-based reflective interface of AODA, and present examples of how to inspect an AO software system with the operations offered in this interface. We especially focus on the key inspection features that have been defined above (F1-F6). Second, we present the architecture of our debugging infrastructure. We define its different subsystems, with a focus on the generic, reusable subsystems, and how they realize the features offered in the AJDI interface. Then we describe different types of technology-specific agents to extend the architecture for the technology-specific instantiations of AODA. These agents define architectural approaches that can be applied to build the technology-specific subsystems in the AspectJ/ABC and JBoss AOP instantiation of the AODA architecture.
Functional interface
AJDI is the reflective front-end interface of the debugging infrastructure. It is based on the mirror design principles that have been defined in Section 3.2.
The AJDI interface extends the Java Debugging Interface (JDI) by specializing the existing entities with additional aspect related properties as well as by introducing new entities that are specific to AOP. The essential concepts of AJDI within the scope of this paper are depicted in figure 2. The gray components are extensions of standard Java entities. These entities are also present in the JDI, but are extended in AJDI with AOP-related queries. For example, methods are extended with queries to get all related joinpoints. The white components are purely AOP-related entities, and are only present in AJDI.
The virtual machine itself is reified as the VirtualMachine mirror. This mirror creates and manages all other mirrors. It gives access to the EventRequestManager which manages breakpoints and other events. All mirrors provided by the VirtualMachine mirror refer to each other thus allowing exploration of the program structure. For example: to inspect the type of an object, the referenceType() method is invoked. This method returns a mirror of the ReferenceType class that represents the type of the object. The ReferenceType can then be queried for its name, methods, fields, super classes, interfaces and other properties.
We now summarize the basic JDI entities and the extensions on these entities that are relevant for this paper. These extensions are mainly related to inspecting joinpoints within the context of a JDI entity and where the JDI entity is located in the source.
Type reifies a type. A type can be primitive, void or a
ReferenceType. Types have a name (name()) and a signature (signature()).
Value reifies a typed entity. A value can be primitive, void or an ObjectReference. Each value has a type (type()).
ClassType reifies a class. ClassType extends Type. A ClassType has Fields, Methods, Constructors, Interfaces, a Superclass, Subclasses, etc.
Method reifies a method. A Method can have an ExecutionJoinPoint and several other JoinPoints in its body (allJoinPoints()).
The essential AOP-related mirrors offered by AJDI are defined as follows:
Aspect reifies an aspect. Aspect extends ClassType, as an aspect is based on a class. It thus has state (Fields) and behavior (Methods). However, every attempt to explicitly instantiate an aspect instance with the reflective API, will cause an exception.
Advice reifies an advice. Advice extends Method, as advices are based on methods. However, every attempt to explicitly invoke it through the reflective API will result in an exception.
Binding reifies the relation between an advice and a pointcut. A binding can have a name or can be nameless. Bindings cause advice applications on joinpoints when the pointcut of the binding matches the joinpoint.
AdviceApplication reifies the application of a certain advice under a certain binding on a certain joinpoint.
JoinPoint reifies a joinpoint. A hierarchy of subclasses is offered by AJDI (but not depicted) to represent specific joinpoint types. In this context a joinpoint is a specific location in the program, sometimes called a joinpoint shadow.
HookFrame extends StackFrame. HookFrames indicate the presence of joinpoints in the control flow. HookFrames provide information about the joinpoint and the advices that have executed, are executing and will execute on that joinpoint.
PastAdvice encapsulates the state of an advice that has been executed, that is being executed or that could have been executed. Its key properties are the result of the pointcut residue, the aspect instance, and whether the advice was executed or skipped. These properties are only defined after they have been calculated, which happens just before or after the advice application is executed.
The mirrors of the AO software system are related to the exact locations in the underlying byte code and the underlying source code. Therefore Bindings, Fields, Methods and Advices are all related to a source code location. StackFrames and byte code indices inside a method or advice are related to a byte code location and a source code location. Joinpoints are related to a range of byte code indices and source code lines, as they can span more than one instruction.
The aspect-aware breakpoint model provides two sets of breakpoint events: events related to joinpoints as well as events related to dynamic AOP. With relation to the first set, the AJDI offers two operations to put breakpoints on two essential events in an AO software system: right before and right after the advices are executed on a joinpoint. Once the system is halted before the execution of the advice applications, one can add breakpoints at runtime on each of the advice applications of that joinpoint. 
The events in the set related to dynamic AOP support breakpoints on runtime binding and unbinding of aspects, runtime loading and unloading of aspects, as well as runtime additions and removals of advice applications.
Typical usage
Next, we present a set of examples of how a debugging tool built upon the AODA infrastructure could inspect an AO software system with the operations offered in the AJDI interface. We refer to the involved features (F1-F6) for each example that is discussed. The examples are divided into two parts. First we define how to navigate the aspect-based relations in the runtime program structure, second we explain the inspection features on the stack trace.
Inspection of the Runtime Structure
A debugging tool built upon a mirror-based debugging infrastructure inspects information about the runtime system by exploring the web of relations between the mirrors. This is explained by a simple, plain OO example: the retrieval of a field with a certain name within a given class. A call to the fieldByName(String) method of the ClassType mirror yields the Field mirror. This mirror can be queried for its type, name, source code location and modifiers. To request the value of a field in an object, the getValue(Field) method is invoked on the object mirror with the given field as an argument.
In an AO software system, the relations between types, instances, and behavior are more complex, as aspect-based relations can be defined. These are relations between advising and advised software entities in the system, and are created with the AOP programming model in terms of pointcuts and advices. We present three use cases with their illustrating code sample.
Find all advices that apply to a method (F1). We request all joinpoints for this method. For each of these joinpoints, we request all advice applications. The advice Find all pointcuts that can trigger a certain advice (F6). To do this we request all bindings containing this advice and for each binding we request the pointcut. This approach is illustrated in Listing 5.
Find the pointcut causing an advice application (F4). To do this we request the binding for the advice application. The binding is queried for the related pointcut. This approach is illustrated in Listing 6.
Inspection of the stack trace
For the features related to the stack trace, we assume the debugger VM is suspended at a breakpoint. To request a breakpoint, the EventRequestManager is used. Once a request has been created and enabled, events can be retrieved from the EventQueue. Events arrive in sets, so that simultaneous events arrive simultaneously.
Requesting a breakpoint is illustrated in Listing 7. Given a JoinPoint in the program, a breakpoint is requested at the end of the joinpoint, right after the last advice execution. Then the event is processed, which results in a stack trace. E v e n t R e q u e s t M a n a ge r mgr = vm . e v e n t R e q u e st M an ag e r (); J o i n P o i n t E x i t R e q ue s t req = mgr . c r e a t e J o i n P o i n t E x i t R e q u e s t ( jpd ); req . enable (); ... EventQueue queue = vm . eventQueue (); EventSet events = queue . remove (); for ( Event event : events ) { if ( event instanceof Join Poi ntE xit Eve nt ){ J o i n P o i n t E x i tEv ent bpe = ( Join Poi ntE xit Eve n t ) event ; Thr ead Refe rence thread = bpe . thread (); List < StackFrame > frames = thread . frames (); ... }} As we are halted on a joinpoint event, the first frame of the stack trace is a hook frame.
A stack trace is a list of StackFrame mirrors that reifies the state of the stack. When the thread of execution represented by the stack trace runs through a joinpoint, a HookFrame mirror is inserted. This frame can be queried for the joinpoint and for the related past advices. The related past advices comprise properties, indicating whether the advice was executed or skipped, and whether the advice proceeded. When the advice was executed, there will also be a reference to the related AspectInstance and the value of the parameters that were bound to the advice.
Listing 8 plots the stack trace of the example in JBoss AOP (Section 2) as it is represented with AJDI. The topmost frame is a HookFrame, which has been inserted by the AODA debugging infrastructure. It indicates the presence of a joinpoint on which a single advice has been applied (F2). In the example, Tableizer.bodyAdvice is the advice related to the HookFrame. The advice has been executed and has proceeded. The stack trace for AspectJ will look identical except that the advice will be nameless, as advices have no name in AspectJ. In the following code example in Listing 9 we use the API to further explore the HookFrame. In a loop, all residue evaluations are inspected (F3), as well as the target aspect instance (F5).
Internal Architecture
The rest of this section describes the different subsystems behind the AJDI interface. We especially focus on the generic, reusable subsystems, and how they realize the features offered in the AJDI interface.
The Aspect Oriented debugging architecture (AODA) extends the basic Java Platform Debugging Architecture (JPDA) in two ways. First, it introduces a two-layer approach to separate language-agnostic and language-specific subsystems in order to support a generic architecture for Advice a = pa . advice (); boolean residue = pa . residue (); boolean executed = pa . hasExecuted (); AspectInstance ai = pa . g e t A s p e c t I n s t a n c e ();
Value [] boundFormals = pa . g e t B o u n d A r g u m e n t s (); ... } multiple AOP technologies. Second, it introduces subsystems that support the features in the AJDI interface for visibility and traceability of aspect related structure and behavior. The description of the architecture is structured as follows. First, the basic architecture of JDI (JPDA) is described for pure OO based systems in Java. Then we describe the AODA architecture and its subsystems. We elaborate on each of the subsystems, describe the interfaces and illustrate how the subsystems interact. JPDA. The Java Platform Debugging Architecture [14] is divided into two tiers on two virtual machines: 1) the debuggee VM that runs the application that is to be debugged and 2) the debugger VM that runs the debugger. The debuggee VM grants access to its internal state through the interfaces defined in the Java Platform Debugging Architecture, as depicted in figure 3 . The JPDA standard describes three interfaces. The first is the JVM tooling interface (JVM-TI). This is a native interface that allows an agent to be loaded into the debuggee VM to monitor its state. It provides operations related to breakpoints, type and value inspection, hot swapping of classes, etc. A standard JVM-TI agent is included in every JVM. This agent is accessible by the second interface: the Java Debug Wire Protocol (JDWP). This is a request reply protocol that supports the most common debugging features such as breakpoints and inspection. A standard client for this protocol is provided. This client offers the third interface: the Java debugging interface (JDI). This interface is a mirror-based reflective API for Java. Figure 4 presents the architecture of the debugging infrastructure. It is divided into two tiers and two layers. The upper layer is the front-end; the common infrastructure shared by all supported languages. The lower layer is the language specific back-end. The language-independent components interact with the language-specific ones through the ADB back-end interface: a generic, language independent interface implemented by the language dependent components.
The left tier is located in the debugging VM. The right tier is located inside the compiler or runtime environment. The gray components are part of the basic Java Platform Debugger Architecture (JPDA). The white components are extensions specific for the AODA architecture. The architecture contains the following components:
1. JDI. The Java Debugging Interface. The standard, mirror-based, reflective interface for Java debugging.
2. AJDI. The Aspect Java Debugging Interface. This is the reflective interface, as described in Section 4.1.
3. ADB. The Aspect Debugger. This language-agnostic component implements the AJDI and aggregates JDI information with AOP-related information. This component is described in Section 4.3.1.
4. ADB Back-end interface. The fixed set of interfaces used by the ADB to request extra information about aspect related structure and behavior.
5. Agent. The language dependent component responsible for collecting information about aspect related structure and behavior.
6. ADB Back-end. The client that represents the agent and implements the ADB back-end Interface for a specific AOP technology.
ADB
ADB is responsible for two important tasks: management of mirrors and management of events.
For the first task, mirror management, ADB implements the AJDI interfaces and is responsible for the actual instantiation of the AJDI mirror objects. The generic approach to create an AJDI mirror is based on the aggregation of JDI mirrors and the information about aspect related structure and behavior, which is retrieved from the back-end interface.
The web of mirror objects is a large and dense network of double linked entities. For consistency, no mirror should be created twice and all mirrors must be bound to their correct partner. However, sometimes the binding partner can not be created because its class is not loaded yet. This instantiation process thus requires appropriate management of AJDI mirrors to ensure consistency, to limit memory usage and to achieve efficient retrieval of mirrors. Therefore ADB applies caching and lazy instantiation of mirror objects.
As mentioned above, ADB is also responsible for event management. As mentioned before, there are two distinct families of events: events for dynamic AOP and events related to joinpoints and advice applications. Internally, ADB transforms these AJDI breakpoints into JDI breakpoints. When the breakpoints are hit, JDI emits events which are then transformed into AJDI events. The AJDI events are then used internally or dispatched towards the user.
When ADB receives an event, a suitable transformation is selected and applied. For dynamic AOP events, the transformations are provided by the back-end, as the creation of these events is language-specific. For joinpointrelated breakpoints, a generic strategy is used. When a JoinPointEntry (or JoinPointExit) request is made, the first (respectively last) instruction location of the joinpoint is requested. A breakpoint is placed on this instruction. When an event is received for this request, it is transformed into a JoinPoint event. For AdviceApplication execution events, a MethodEntry breakpoint is placed on the method implementing the advice. When the breakpoint event fires, the stack is examined to see whether the advice was called from the joinpoint corresponding to the advice application. Then the event is transformed into a new AdviceApplicationEvent.
When the debuggee VM is halted on such joinpoint related breakpoints, hook frames are present on the stack to offer information about advice applications, advice execution and past advices. To construct the HookFrame mirror, AODA needs information about past advices which at that moment are not on the stack anymore. Therefore, on joinpoint entry, AODA keeps track of the advice executions by means of internal breakpoints on the advice applications. When the internal breakpoint fires, past advice mirrors are created and associated with the advice applications.
Internal breakpoints are also used to realize causality: i.e. maintain the consistency between the AO-system and the mirrors. When dynamic aspects are woven at runtime, the affected mirrors have to be updated. Therefore, ADB registers internal breakpoints on the dynamic AOP events, to update the mirrors when these events fire.
ADB Back-end Interface
The ADB back-end interface exposes all information about aspect related structure and behavior in a language independent way towards the ADB component. A concrete instantiation of the AODA architecture for a certain AOP technology must provide an implementation of this interface.
To keep the interface simple, it only defines concrete queries about the aspect related structure and behavior. Examples of concrete queries are: is the class named C a normal Java class or an aspect, which joinpoints are contained in the method named M with signature S in the class named C.
The ADB back-end interface consists of a set of Java interfaces that can be divided into four categories: raw interfaces, filters, factories and hybrids. Each category has specific restrictions, to prevent deadlock and cache corruption. All interfaces are presented in Table 1 with their main function. Raw interfaces only return raw types such as primitive types and data structures composed out of primitive types. They will never return JDI or AJDI mirrors. This completely separates them from the mirror management inside ADB. An example of a raw back-end interface is the AspectInfoProvider, as illustrated in Listing 10. The following two scenarios illustrate its use. (1) When ADB creates an AJDI ReferenceType mirror based on a JDI ReferenceType mirror, ADB asks the AspectInfoProvider whether the JDI mirror represents a normal class or an aspect (isAspectContainer). If it is a class, ADB requests its name (getAspectNameFor), location (getSourceLocationFor), scope (getPerFor) and advices (getAdvicesFor). (2) When an AJDI class mirror is requested by its name, ADB asks the AspectInfoProvider whether it is an aspect (isAspect) and if so, to which JDI ReferenceType it corresponds (getClassNameFor). The corresponding mirror is then retrieved from JDI and the aspect attributes are requested from the AspectInfoProvider.
Filters are interfaces that digest AJDI or JDI mirrors and decide whether they should be hidden or not. Filters may rely upon raw interfaces to make their decision. An example of a filter is the FilterManager in Listing 11. When ADB has to convert a list of methods from JDI to AJDI, it is first sent through this filter to remove all synthetic entities.
Factories are the only back-end components that instantiate AJDI mirrors. They are used when the creation of an AJDI object is too language specific to integrate into ADB. An example of a factory is the AspectInstanceProvider. This provider is responsible for the creation of aspect instances, based on the context and scope of aspects.
Hybrids are both factory and filter. AODA currently contains one hybrid: the StackFilterManager. This hybrid filters the stack and creates and inserts HookFrame mirrors.
Language-specific Agents
AODA agents are extensions to concrete AOP technologies that collect and extract the required information when and where it is present. This information is then exposed to the ADB back-end. Such an agent can be a part of the compiler as well as the runtime environment. The extraction process is different for each language we support. As the agent can be part of the compiler, or reside in the debuggee VM, it is clearly separated from the debugger VM in both time and location. Bridging this gap to transfer the required meta information is also language dependent: a compiler based agent will typically add information to class files or generate separate files with debugging information. The agent in the runtime will use interactive communication media such as sockets or the debugging connection.
We define four types of language specific agents, as a classification of architectural approaches for the concrete, technology-specific implementations. We can distinguish the following kinds of agents: the compiler agent, the remote agent, the passive JDI agent, and the active JDI agent.
A compiler agent resides in the compiler. This kind of agent is used for approaches with compile-time weaving. The agent can communicate with the debugger by a database, debug information files or by packing extra attributes or annotations into the class files.
A remote agent is deployed in the debuggee's runtime environment, and communicates on a socket connection. Remote agents in AODA typically listen for events generated by the runtime and pass these events on to the debugger. Such agents have two drawbacks: 1) when the debuggee VM is suspended by the debugger, the agent is unresponsive, and 2) object identities such as references to objects can not be transported over the socket connection. As instances have no generic identifying property other than the reference address, an agent inside the debuggee VM can never present an instance towards the debugger.
A JDI agent uses the JDI interface to extract information. This kind of agent can expose instance identities, as each instance is identified by its mirror. As opposed to remote agents, JDI agents work best when the VM is halted. JDI agents are used in AODA for the internal breakpoints to receive notifications of AOP-related events in the runtime, such as the internal advice executions. A passive JDI agent inspects the runtime state by searching values through JDI, without calling any methods. Such agents don't need code insertion into the target VM. Active JDI agents also inspect the runtime state through JDI, but they do make method calls. When the agent wants to execute a method, it must have a thread available to do so. This thread must be suspended on a breakpoint to execute the inserted code.
These architectural approaches are applied to build the technology-specific agents in the AspectJ/ABC and JBoss AOP instantiations of the AODA architecture. These two concrete instantiations of AODA are discussed in the next section.
VALIDATION
The generic AODA architecture has been validated for two concrete platforms: AspectJ and JBoss AOP. In this section the language-specific layer of the architecture is instantiated with a concrete agent and ADB back-end for a specific AOP technology. For each instantiation, the affected infrastructure of the technology is described first. Then the implementation of the AODA components is discussed.
AspectJ with the ABC
The first validation is based on the Aspect Bench Compiler (ABC [1] ), a well structured, extensible compiler for AspectJ. The compiler consists of two parts. First, the frontend of the compiler builds and processes the AST, collects all aspect related information into a central data structure and does the type checking. Second, the back-end does the weaving and the byte code generation. ABC's back-end is based on Soot, a Java analyzer and optimizer. Soot supports the attachment of tags to every statement, method and class in the program. The tags are passed on through the transformations and optimizations. These tags support conveying meta-data across transformation phases. In the output phase, tags can be aggregated and packed into the class files.
Agent. The back-end of the ABC compiler is extended with a compile-time AODA agent. This agent provides the debugger with two kinds of information: 1) the definition and representation of the aspects, and their location in the byte and source code and 2) information about where aspects are woven into the base in terms of locations in the byte code and the source code. The first kind of information, the information about the definition and representation of aspects, is present at any given moment during compilation after the front-end has completed its work. This information is extracted from the central data structure, then attached to the relevant classes and finally outputted into the class file. The second kind of information, the aspect weaving information, is only present during the actual weaving process. To relate woven byte code instructions to a concrete aspect, AODA keeps track of each instruction why the weaver created it. Therefore causal mappings are created between woven advices and the original aspect and matching pointcut. These relations are stored by the weaver when a pointcut matches a certain joinpoint and the advice is inserted.
The implementation of this agent is realized as an aspect that is applied to the compiler. When weaving is initialized for a specific application of a specific advice, this event is captured by a cflow pointcut. Each instruction generated within this context is tagged as a consequence of that specific application of the advice, which refers to a concrete aspect and pointcut. On output of the byte code, the tags are collected, the boundaries of joinpoints and advice applications are determined, names of involved entities are collected and new tags are created to be packed into the class file.
ADB back-end. The other target language dependent component, the ADB back-end, consumes and represents the data created by the compiler agent. The ADB backend includes the AspectInstanceProvider and the StackFilterManager. The aspect instance provider uses JDI to find instances of aspects and converts them to AspectInstance mirrors. The aspect instance provider uses the aspectOf() operation to get the aspect instances. The StackFilterManager transforms the stack trace into an AJDI stack trace with hook frames.
JBoss AOP
The second validation is based on JBoss AOP. The runtime infrastructure of JBoss AOP centralizes all information about aspects in the AspectManager singleton. Each object influenced by aspects is given an Advisor. The advisor manages all aspect-related structure and advice executions for that particular object.
Agent. AODA supports two agents to inspect the local data in a JBoss AOP runtime. The first option is a remote agent, the second an active JDI agent. The remote agent communicates over a socket connection. It must be loaded into the debuggee VM and only functions when that debuggee VM is not suspended. The JDI agent must be loaded into the debugger VM and only functions when the debuggee VM is suspended. The JDI agent requires a library with queries to be loaded into the debuggee VM. These queries search the local data structures in the debuggee VM, and are invoked by the JDI agent using the class mirrors of the query's class.
As in AspectJ there are two kinds of information required by ADB: aspect definition information and aspect weaving information. The AspectInfoProvider provides the aspect definition information, which is present in the AspectManager of JBoss AOP. The extraction of this information by the agent is straightforward once the AspectManager has been located. The aspect weaving information is delivered by the CrosscuttingInfoProvider. This agent inspects the advisors of the objects for information about advice applications, bindings and related pointcuts.
The ADB back-end is comparable to the AspectJ counterpart: the necessary information is retrieved from one of the agents. The aspect instance provider finds aspect instances through the JDI in a similar way as AspectJ. Stack filtering in the JBoss AOP StackFilterManager is more extensive because of the additional framework calls in the woven code.
EVALUATION
We evaluate and illustrate the debugging infrastructure with a set of debugging scenarios. We introduce a number of bugs into the IconViewer application. We use the runtime visibility and traceability features of AJDI to inspect the application and track the bugs.
Two aspects are added to the running example, next to the already described Tableizer. A first, dynamic aspect ShowColumnHeaders is dynamically woven when column headers must be shown. A counter keeps track of the getLine() executions, and adds the headers on the first getLine() execution. A second aspect ShowCaption adds a caption to each image. The ShowCaption aspect is statically woven but has a boolean field enable that can be used to disable the aspect. Its pointcut evaluates on this field by means of an if statement. This if-statement results in a pointcut residue that can evaluate to false at runtime.
We introduce the following six reasonable and easily made bugs:
1. There is a typo in the doHeader pointcut of Tableizer, which prevents the binding of the advice on the getHeader() method, but puts it on the getFooter() method.
2. The scope of the ShowColumnHeader aspect is not defined and is thus by default singleton. This causes headerless columns when the Indexer is used more than once at runtime, because the counter is not reset.
3. The dynamic aspect ShowColumnHeaders is not deployed.
4. The dynamic aspect ShowColumnHeaders forgets to call proceed when it adds the column header above the first line.
5. One forgot to enable the ShowCaption aspect.
6. The default precedence of the aspects makes the ShowCaption aspect malfunction.
For each debugging scenario we illustrate the malformed output of the application, and the corresponding execution stack and runtime structure. A commandline tool uses the AJDI interface to inspect the execution stack on a breakpoint and to navigate the runtime structure of mirror objects.
The initial, malformed HTML output of the program is illustrated in Figure 5 (a). We place a breakpoint on the getLine() method. When the breakpoint is hit, we use structural navigation (F6) on all joinpoints of the Indexer to plot the advice applications with their associated pointcut (F4) and advice (Listing 12). This plot should show a graph on which the three advices of the Tableizer should be visible on the getHeader(), getLine() and getFooter() method, as well as the advice of ShowCaption and the advice of ShowColumnHeaders on getLine(). However, there seems to be two advices of Tableizer on getFooter() and none on getHeader(). The ShowColumnHeaders aspect seems not applied at runtime. When inspecting Tableizer's faulty advice on getFooter(), we can navigate over the binding to the pointcut and request the source location for the pointcut, which can than be examined to discover the error (F4). The absence of the dynamic aspect ShowColumnHeaders is also clearly inspectable on the advice applications of getLine(). If both bugs are resolved, we still see faulty output ( Figure 5(b) ).
First, the caption is not present and second, the first image is missing. When we inspect the runtime structure as above (F6), all advices seem to be applied correctly. However, the problem is revealed when inspecting the hook frame at the breakpoint on the first execution of getLine(), right after the advices have executed (F1, F3) . The HookFrame in Listing 13 points to the three past advices. Both the ShowCaption and Tableizer advice didn't execute (F3). If we look at the past advice of ShowCaption, we see that the residue evaluated to false. Furthermore, the fact that ShowColumnHeader has executed, and Tableizer was skipped, shows that ShowColumnHeader broke the control flow by not proceeding. Navigation to the advice and inspection of the source code reveals the missing proceed (F6). After correcting both errors, a next anomaly shows up: the captions are on top of the table (Figure 5(c) ). Indeed, Listing 13 shows that the advices are in the wrong order (F1): ShowCaption is positioned before ShowColumnHeader and Tableizer. In effect, the correct precedence should be: Furthermore, tables don't have headers anymore when the Indexer is used more than once in the application (Figure 5(d) ). We inspect a breakpoint on the ShowColumnHeader.Line advice (F2), when the second table is generated (Listing 14). All advices are in the correct order. We inspect the past advice of ShowColumnHeader for the associated aspect instance and request the value of the counter (F3, F5). The field seems not reset to 0 as its value is much larger than 1. This is a strong indication the aspect instance was used before. Inspection of the scope of the aspect reveals it has the (default) singleton scope, which can then be corrected. This results in the correct output ( Figure 5(e) ). 
RELATED WORK
First we discuss related work in the domain of AOP and debugging. Second we discuss the related work in the domain of AOP and reflection.
In relation to AOP and debugging we first discuss [11] , which is an omniscient debugger with support for debugging AO-systems. Omniscient debuggers record the complete history of the application state. This provides traceability for the complete execution history. Such an omniscient debugger is a machine level debugger as the trace is represented on the byte code level. This trace includes the synthetic code, woven advice calls and technology-specific artificial entities. Annotations on the recorded, linear sequence of executed byte code indicate the origin of the byte code: base code, residue or advice applications. Our approach offers a source level debugger that represents the runtime structure and execution trace in a language agnostic, hierarchically structured, navigateable web of mirror objects representing source-level programming abstractions.
Wicca [3] is a debugger for dynamic AO systems. Its debugging model features source-level representation of the woven program with support for dynamic activation and deactivation of aspects. The authors start from the opinion that AOP composition techniques, particularly dynamic and binary weaving, hinder source-level debugging. Wicca's support for source-level debugging is defined as inspecting the executing program with a source-level view. This sourcelevel view is represented as (source-level) woven code and only contains plain OO concepts. All aspect behavior, static or dynamic, is represented in this woven source code as synthetic OO source code. This woven code is generated by their dynamic source weaver and is thus not the source as defined by the developer. In our approach, source-level debugging is defined as debugging the application in terms of the source level abstractions, such as aspects, advices and pointcuts, as they are defined by the developer. A reflective interface supports the inspection of the program in terms of these source-level abstractions, which are represented as mirrors in the structural and behavioral MOP.
Mehner et al. [8] define requirements for runtime inspection on AOP systems, in order to create debugging and monitoring tools. Similar to our motivation, they claim this is necessary due to the dynamic binding of aspects. They also postulate that this runtime inspection interface should be generic and standardized.
In Navarro et al. [9] , aspect-based abstractions are defined to improve the debugging and testing methods for middleware. They especially focus on the problem of monitoring a set of related distributed events in execution traces. They propose aspect-based language extensions, such as a causal pointcut, to capture sequences of distributed events that are causally connected. This language extension is implemented in the AWED language for distributed AOP and evaluated in the context of debugging and testing of Java-based middleware. In summary, AWED provides AO concepts to debug OO middleware, while AODA provides a meta-object facility to debug AO systems.
With relation to AOP and reflection, a first category of research from the programming language community has investigated AOP as a successor of reflection as well as an optimization technique for reflection. Sullivan [13] promotes AOP as a technology that reduces the complexity of reflection and reduces the overhead of reflection. Tanter [15] similarly advocates the use of AOP technologies to reduce the expense of reflection: only locations that need to be reflected on are reified. This is known as partial reflection. A second category of related work on AOP and reflection focuses on adaptive systems. Aspects can be used to make systems adapt-ready, which is similar to partial reflection. For example, Trap/J [16] uses compile-time aspects to prepare joinpoints for dynamic insertion of interceptors. The Aspect-OpenCom MOP [5] offers a reflective interface on an aspect-component based system, to support fine-grained adaptation of AO-bindings. The MOP advocates a uniform, principled approach for dynamic AOP. It offers key operations to adapt AO-bindings: e.g. changing the joinpoint set, re-ordering advices, etc.
CONCLUSION
Our debugging infrastructure offers such runtime visibility and traceability for AO systems. Runtime visibility supports inspection of an executing AO-system in terms of AO programming abstractions. Runtime traceability supports inspection of joinpoints on the stack for future advices, executing advices and past advices as well as which pointcut causes a certain advice.
The mirror-based, reflective architecture offers an inspection MOP with an aspect-aware, comprehensive breakpoint model for AOP-related runtime events. We introduced the concept of hook frames to trace joinpoints and their advices on the stack.
We have validated this generic architecture by instantiating specific debugging frameworks for JBoss AOP and AspectJ/ABC. Our future work includes the validation for other Java-based AOP languages and integration of the debugging infrastructure with Eclipse.
